
ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Photography Services Qty $0 $0

Package description

Wedding Photography Starting Price

Qty $2,500 $2,500

Our wedding photography starts at $2500 and begins at 5 hour coverage. This includes a 
Complimentary Engagement Session/ Save the Date Session. All images are delivered via 
Pixie Set to easily share, order prints, and download. Images are kept in the Online Gallery for 
up to 1 year.  Below you'll find additional services you can add to your package.

Engagement Session Qty $450 $450

Let's meet up and break away the "how do you do?" vibes and let us get to know you. We're 
incredibly lax, we like to have fun on our sessions. What better way than to break the ice with 
a complimentary engagement/save the date session. 
These are completely free. However a reschedule less than 2 weeks away will reside in a 
$100 fee added to your bill. 
All sessions are in town only (Orlando area) * Out of town bookings forfeit the session.

Additional Coverage 1 $250 $250

Most wedding coverage run for 8 hours. Examples: Arrive at 2 to capture the "getting ready" 
process all the way until the magical send off at 10pm.

2nd Shooter 1 $600 $600

A very experienced, seasoned photographer I've worked with for years. This photographers 
have their own company but we've managed to create a network to help each other 
whenever the opportunity arises. They are there to help for the first 4-5 hours of the event to 
help split the work between our couples. 

Debating on the venue, logistics, or time frame, a second shooter is a must to not risk failing 
very important moments. However for the most part if everything (getting ready, ceremony 
and reception) takes place in the same location you won't need one.



Wedding Album 1 $400 $400

A beautiful 150 page, 13x11 wedding album printed on premium lustre paper. The cover can 
be hardcover or image wrapped. Additional Albums are available for sale as presents just 
ask!

The Roots and Stones strives to capture candid

moments and create stories that our clients will
cherish for years to come. We believe in the
power of photo and video to freeze a moment
in time and preserve memories that can be
cherished for a lifetime. Our passion for
capturing the real, raw, and unscripted

moments is evident in every shot we take. We
are located in sunny Orlando, Florida but are
open to travel in and outside the country!


